NEPPPP Topic Areas

- Promotion / Marketing
- Glossary of Common Terms
- “Common” Specifications
- Best Practices for Treatments / Equipment
- Establishing Reasonable Treatment Performance
NEPPP Topic Areas

- Establishing Guidelines for Treatments (*Timing, Condition, Etc*)
- Training / Certification
- Public Relations (*for funding*)
- Impacts of Preservation Treatments on Rehabs
- New Emerging Treatments
NEPPPP Topic Areas

- Policy
- Quality Control (*Better Treatment Performance*)
- Measuring Performance
- Research (*Not Reinventing Wheel*)
- Identify Cost-Effectiveness
- Improve Process to Share Information (*Specs, etc.*)
NEPPP Topic Areas

- Innovative Contracting Mechanisms
- Innovative Traffic Control Systems
- Develop Cooperative Agreements *(with Material Engineers)*
- Success Stories
NEPPP Topic Areas

- Improve Project Quality
  - Omit Low Bid
  - Contractor Guarantees
  - Good Inspection
  - Institute Certification
  - Improve Training Efforts
  - Sanctions for Poor Workmanship
  - Performance Specifications
  - Warranties